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Abstract

The method of calculation of a temperature field in fast reactor core using criterion equal
thermotechnical reliability of subassembles in various zones throttling taking into account change
thermohydraulic characteristics of subassembles during campaign under influence change form of
core, redistribution heat generation, casual any deviation of various parameters is stated. The
distribution of the statistical characteristics of a temperature field in subassembles is calculated on
subchannel method with account of an interchannel exchange and feature of influence of deformation
on a temperature field in subassembles using Monte-Carlo method. The results of the calculations
show that deformation can have significant influence on a temperature mode of core. It is necessary to
make thermohydraulic analysis of core during campaign at a stage of preliminary study of the projects
fast reactors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermohydraulic analysis of reactor core is performed in three steps (Fig. 1) [1]:
- coolant flow distribution over the core;
- flow rate and coolant temperature over subassembly cross section and with the length;
- temperature behavior in separate pins.

The input data are geometry, variation in power production with the core length and
across the core, flow rate through the core, coolant and structure properties (Fig. 2).

The main factors controlling temperature behavior (deformation of pins and
subassembly cover, power production in reactor core) in their turn depend on temperature
behavior in the reactor core (Fig. 3).

Thus, the problem on reactor core temperature behavior is conjugate to the problem of
deformation of the core units and power distribution (neutron physical calculation).
Predicting reactor core deformation is a very combined problem that, as a rule, also is divided
into the stages determining deformation of the cover, pin bundle and separate pins. The
ensuing iterative procedure is possible to predict temperature behavior in fast reactor elements
taking into account their deformation (Fig. 4).

The first approximation of the input data may be taken as that of nominal geometry.
The main block involves neutron-physical part, prediction of coolant flow distribution over
the core, thermohydraulic analysis of separate subassembly, estimation of pin and wrapper
deformation. The thermal stress in the wrapper and pins are determined, using the data found.
The procedure is repeated until the convergence conditions are met i.e., for criterion of normal
performance.

Predictions based on the pattern outlined allow the changes in subassembly geometry,
in temperature behavior and in performance of the core units to be followed in campaign.
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Fig. 1. Thermalhydraulic analysis of reactor core of an assembly type
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2. FLOW DISTRIBUTION OVER REACTOR CORE BASED ON THE STATISTIC
ESTIMATION OF TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MIXING
AND DEFORMATION.

The main input parameters in predicting flow distribution over reactor core are the
power and geometrical characteristics of subassembly and their changes in campaign.

In the fast reactor design, as a rule, the problem on maximum coolant temperature is
solved with the nominal performance of reactor core in mind. The most simple approach is the
flow distribution based on the uniform temperature distribution through the subassembly [2].
The drawback to the approach is an incomplete use of thermal possibilities of subassembly of
a lesser power. Another procedure starts from the same margin till allow value to determine
parameter, i.e., till maximum pin wall temperature [3-5]. If the power production varies in
campaign, so called, distribution with envelope is used. This procedure assumes that coolant
flow through the subassembly does not change in campaign. The common limitation of the
procedures indicated is an incomplete consideration of change in engineering and operating
parameters.

Prediction of flow distribution based on the estimation of maximum pin temperature
with the, so called, hot spot factors ignores inter-channel and inter-subassembly exchange, as
well as parameters' mutual correlation with the random deviations being small as compared
with the nominal ones [6-8], So, temperature is estimated in one point, in fact, where the
maximum temperature occurs. But to provide a reliable design of reactor core all areas with
high temperature have to be considered at least. In this event, inter-channel and inter-
subassembly heat transfer in reactor core has to be, taken into account.

Subassembly performance is limited by that the maximum pin temperature (having
regard to hot spot factors) should not exceed value prescribed for various steels. It is well to
bear in mind that this criterion do not completely reflect conditions of nominal performance of
the pins. It is evident that maximum azimuthal non-uniformity of pin temperature should be
taken into account as well as pressure of fission gas, level of pin wall swelling, deformation of
the subassembly wrapper and pins etc.

In general case, the criterion has to be combined.
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Thus, an allowable temperature of the pin is expressed as a function of other limiting
parameters:

tiimit=f(steel properties, A tcp,, p...) (1)
where Atq> - maximum azimuthal non-uniformity of pin temperature, p - fission gas pressure.

Thermal reliability is governed by the number of allowable failures (pin's destructions)
occurring in a separate subassembly. If the possibility of pin failure does not exceed/?,, that the
possibility, the pin temperature, in separate subassembly that not exceed Po is:

P(tw
max > t, imit)<P0 (2)

Statistic evaluation of temperature in the /-th subassembly allows the values tt not to
exceeding allowable value to be calculated and the factor kt is found:

k i = ^ ^ = f ( r ,q m a */o>e , t ) , (3)

where tjniet -core inlet temperature, Af,- - mean coolant heating in the i-th

subassembly, F- geometry, Pe - Peclet number based on the mean velocity, t - mean coolant

temperature, (qm a x /q) - non-uniformity in power production over the subassembly cross

section.
It should be noted that statistic analysis allows an inter-channel heat and mass transfer

being responsible for the temperature behavior in the subassembly, to be taken into account. It
also allows for various deviation of parameter from nominal distribution [70].

Coolant flow rate through the subassembly at the given inlet temperature is limited by
relationship:

max I Pi K ? K
Q,

K G ,

A l limit

where N/_ -number of subassemblies in the i-zone ; Q; -maximum power production in the i- th
zone; KQ. = (Qj™1* / Q°) - factor describing the rise in power production in campaign (index

"o" means the beginning of operation); KG = (Gj™n / G°) - factor describing the reduction of

coolant flow through the subassembly in the i-th zone; aj=(t - tiniet) / (t
ld - tjniet) - factor which

accounts the change in allowable pin temperature as compared to the temperature under ideal
conditions; pi=Kj / Kj° -factor which shows how Ki varies in campaign.

Maximum temperature of the coolant can be found as follows:

At m a x :—- At10 (^
t-iLnnr» f i~ - - i^i * - * » - l i m i t * \J Jcore

*i KrKQi
l i K G ,

where j -subassembly number in the i -th zone.
Relationships (4) and (5) indicate that changes in power production and coolant flow

thought the subassembly cause an increase in the temperature non-uniformity that results in
the lesser possible coolant temperature in the zone under consideration.

If an allowable value of pin temperature tanow is give less than limit temperature tiimi,
the optimal reactor flow distribution is calculated on the basic of the maximum thermal
reliability of the more loaded subassembly as follows:
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G: =' (6)

where

max
K.:

(7)
allow

= t]jmit - tjnlet-

Average coolant heating in various zones is calculated as:

IP i
(8)

At given total flow rate the optimization of flow distribution (6) allows the thermal
reliability of the reactor zone to be enhanced. In this event, pin temperature compatible with
the condition P( tw

max > tijm;t) < P can be found as:

max

tlimit ~ * inlet (9)

3. STATISTIC ESTIMATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELD

Statistic estimation of temperature field implies that a series of the temperature field
elements is defined using stochastic distribution of input parameters followed by statistic
processing (to find mathematical expectation, variance and distribution function).

The stochastic distribution of parameters in the specific case can be found from the
distribution functions deduced from experiments or analytical studies (i.e., [7, 10]).
Calculating the global parameters, such as flow rate throughout the subassembly, total power
production, sizes and local parameters, such as the pitch-to-diameter ratio, the pin diameter,
the pin wall thickness, power production of the pin are distributed in random manner. It
should be noted that in the event of subassembly deformation in campaign the distributions of
input geometrical parameters have a significantly greater variance than those in nominal
bundle [11].

Thermohydraulic analysis involves the subchannel procedure by code MIF. The end of
calculation means the convergence of mathematical expectations of coolant temperature,
maximum pin temperature and non-uniformity of pin temperature. As a result of, the analysis,
distributions of temperature characteristics are determined, too.

4. THERMOHYDRAULICS CALCULATIONS OF DEFORMED SUBASSEMBLIES

In the special case that subassembly is subjected to deformation in campaign a coolant
flow is of irregular character, with the bundle flow being practically longitudinal (quasi-
stable). Predictions have shown that even in case of large deformation (when pins bending is
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so great that compact channels are formed) the transverse component of velocity does not
exceed about 30% of axial component and pressure out-of-balances for a length not more than
(0.1*0.2) dh. Thus, macro-transport equation of momentum in transverse direction can be
approximately written as p; - pj = cy *Wjj or substituted by the relationship p=idem
(hypothesis of isobaric flow), with the value wy being determined from the mass equation.

The feature of thermohydraulic analysis in deformed subassemblies is also that the
transverse mass transfer due to centrifugal effect is taken into account in the channel when
bending.

By assuming that transverse flows due to centrifugal effect are in balance with central
channels, it is easy to verify that specific momentum and energy fluxes (Fig. 5) are in
proportion with the transverse flow:

Qij =
(10)

-1J

where: ** - index of the donor-channel.

• C ^ u
W = i " .„ r . IT =

(Wj, if Wy > 0

r}, ifw?<0 ifwjr <0

a) b)

Fig. 5 The scheme of group interacting triangular cells (a) and
elementary cell in a gap between elements (b).

Having performed the needed transformations for the purpose to exclude pressure and
assuming p=const in subassembly cross section [12], we find the macro-transport equations in
isobaric approximation:

ico +

dz
(11)
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(13)

In (11) and (12) the hydraulic and thermal mixing factors due to centrifugal effects can
be expressed as:

pi Wj + W j ffi
i * • _
— w co

p(wi+wj)
h co

. M

(14)

Local mixing factors due to convective exchange and molecular - turbulent diffusion
are in the forms, respectively:

(15)

where a - coefficient considering mutual relation between convective exchange and
molecular - turbulent diffusion.

Three parameters u yM, p.yT, a are defined on the basic of [13-15].
From momentum balance for the clearance between channels we can write the

following relationship for the mixing factor due to centrifugal effect 1/m:
11.143

/ \ 0.57

. M =1.58 Re 0.143 s/d-1

2V3 d '
06)

where: Ry - curvature radius.
Coefficient of non-equivalence between heat transfer and momentum transport /? may

be thought of as being about 0.7 in deformed geometry. Then, on the basic of (14) we have:
^ = 0 . 7 ^ (17)
As it was evaluated, the thermal and hydraulic mixing factors due to centrifugal effect

can achieve some unites.
In the event of pin out-of-roundness, that may be responsible for the significant

decrease in the width of inter-pin clearance, the transverse convective flows is more intensive
than those evaluated with the averaged parameters of pin bundle. For example, the limiting
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degree of the out-of-roundness attended with the pins touch each other results in the value of
40% of that defined using averaged parameters:

WijAsy=0.4w~:As~;. (18)

Once you have decided upon the averaged parameters of subassembly as the reference
one, it should be introduce correction on the out-of-roundness:

where correction factor jB" is determined as follows:

{3' = WJJASJ: / I WjjASjj I. (19a)

Macro-transport equations are also supplemented by the equations for the cells chosen
in the clearance between subassemblies. Velocity and temperature boundary conditions are
given at the bundle inlet. System (11) and (12) is resolved by the explicit finite difference
approach by layers beginning from the inlet.

Code MIF was verified on experimental data on temperature behavior in the model
bundle being exposed to deformation in the edge area under conditions of uniform power
distribution over the cross section as well as under conditions of strong coolant flow through
the clearance between subassemblies. There is a good agreement of coolant temperature
distribution over the outlet cross section.

5. RESULTS OF CALCULATION

As statistic estimations of pin temperature behavior in reactor, taking into account
inter-channel and inter-subassembly heat and mass transfer, has shown the optimization of
flow distribution over reactor carried out in the procedure mentioned above that could result
in the more flat temperature profile than those based on the condition when maximum
temperatures of the most loaded pins are the same in various zones of reactor (Fig. 6).

Calculations of temperature fields BN-600 in the case of nonuniformed show (Fig. 7,
8) that dispersion of temperature field calculated with the influence of mixing on ten times
less then calculated without the influence of mixing. It give an influence on the temperature
level with hot spot factors.

Let us demonstrate the possibilities of the code on the example of PHENIX
subassembly deformation (Fig. 9, a), when pin bundle and subassembly wrapper are banded.
First of all the rearrangements of collant flow and temperature are observed. Coolant passing
close to the sides with the lesser distance from the edge pins becomes more heated and
significantly subheated near the opposite sides. Predictions show the large temperatures of
pin wall and enhanced azimuthal pin temperature non-uniformity in the event of the channels
are formed close to compact ones (Fig. 9-b).
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Fig. 9. The scheme of cross and longitudinal sections deformed subassembly (a),
distribution of maximum temperature of fuel cladding in subassembly cross section

on the core center of reactor "Phenix" (b)
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